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Griffith was known as 'the Man Who Invented Hollywood,' and the words he used to describe his style of composition ...
staked out a space in America's linguistic terrain that hasn't really been explored too much."
Paul D. Miller, aka DJ Spooky that Subliminal Kid
.

Wooster Student organizations get out the vote
this
Week
ry but have

Liz Miller

"I think voting is an absolute fundamental right.
... Our vote in Wayne County directly effects

.The deadline is quickly approaching
for this year's Nov. 7 General Election
and campus organizations from both
sides of the traditional political binary and beyond are making efforts to
get out the vote.
Both
the Wooster
College
Democrats and Republicans are working with state and local campaigns as
well as voter registration initiatives,
and they are doing so in markedly
similar ways.
Cameron MacLeod '07, president of
the College Democrats, .said his

second time to try to
work on strategy.

armed assailant held
students hostage during
a tense standoff Jn a
Colorado? high school.
See more on page 2.

switched rooms also have

re-regis- ter.

The organization will also be working with the Wayne County
Democratic Party to staff its downwe live for
year."
town Wooster offices and will be canvassing for Democratic candidates
Cameron MacLeod including gubernatorial hopeful Rep.
Class of 2007 Ted Strickland
In a similar spirit, the College
President, College Democrats
Republicans are working with Ohio
Secretary of State J. Kenneth
organization will be registering and register to vote well before the Oct. 10 ' Blackwell's
gubernatovoters in Lowry Center registration deadline.
rial campaign, including a phone bank
on Oct. 3 and 4.
"Anyone who has moved dormito72 hours before the polls open in
He stressed that anyone who has ries on campus has to
said
November. "We're planning on doing
never voted in his or her home state or MacLeod, pointing out that students
See "Voting," page 2
who has not registered in Ohio should
who have stayed in the same dormito

Editor in Chief

Wooster Opposing the
War (WOW) meets a

to

where

'

the majority of the
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ati)
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re-registe-
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An

D.W. Griffith

reborn at McGaw

Sara Brown
Voice Staff
DJ Spooky came to The College of
Wooster to present an audiovisual
mix of D.W. Griffith's
film "Birth of a Nation" to his
own special presentation
called
"Rebirth of a Nation."
DJ Spooky, also known as "That
Subliminal Kid," was born as Paul
Miller, and has grown into an international phenomenon.
T"VT
SnnnlfV Kpcrnn nrfrtrminir
...
w. ....6 in
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1998 all around the world.
He is a professor of
art at the European Graduate School
in Switzerland and a writer in New

Stewart Campbell '07
writes that Security ought
to follow the Scot's Key.
Find out how on page 3.

pro-segregat-

music-mediat-

(
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ed

York.
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He has performed in places such as
in Athens'
Acropolis and the Bonnaroo Music and
Arts Festival in Manchester, Tenn.
All of DJ Spooky's accomplish
ments have made him an internation
ally celebrated performance artist,
stemming from his interesting combinations of music and visual presentations.
.
D.W Griffith, often referred to as
the man who invented Hollywood,"
had his extremely controversial 1915
silent film rank 44th out of the Top
100 American Films.
Griffith's film was controversial
because of the propaganda it blatantly displayed for the Ku Klux Klan.
The film not only provided sup
port and publicity for the Ku Klux
Klan, but also attempted to legitimize and recruit more people for the
Ku Klux Klan.
DJ Spooky, however, creates his own

,

the Hellenic Festival

House offers a
measure of direction for
students. See page 4
Lilly

for details.

The Emerson Quartet

'

comes to Wooster to
22nd
the
begin
Music
Chamber
Series.

view is reprinted on

"With grandparents and others some-

Daniels-Howe- ll

Voice Staff
Family Weekend, for which several
events have been planned for parents
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times attending, we wanted to
acknowledge this change."
Though the name is different, the
program has always enforced a common goal: to allow relatives a chance
to appreciate student accomplishment.
"We've really tried to move beyond
just the formal concerts and athletic
events," Holmes said. "This year, there
are opportunities to see student-ru- n
improv group Don't Throw Shoes
perform, as well as most of our a cap-pella groups."

and students alike, begins today and
runs through Sunday, Oct 1.
A multitude of families from around
the country are coming to Wooster.
Over the course of three days, mothers, fathers, siblings, grandparents and
cousins will see a glimpse of the college life their
kids go through,
as a part of a Family Weekend Highlights
program administered by Dean
Several a capella groups and Don't
Students
of
Throw Shoes, the popular student
Holmes
Kurt
improv group, perform on Friday
and his office.

Carson Carey '07 shares
his view on the MLB
playoff ace. Can the
Mets do it? See page 6.

ASSOCIATED

hip-ho-

Cocaine to hit streets
soon, not at Wooster

Angeles and San Diego, according to
Redux representative Hanna Kirby.
In addition to advertising through

Sarah Home
Voice Staff
With a name like Cocaine, the
the
that
hits
6,738,168
DrinkCocaine.com Web site amassed in
six days is not surprising. The newest
energy drink on the market, Cocaine,
contains 280 mg of caffeine, three and a
competitor,
half times its
Red Bull, and is equivalent to
cups of coffee.
manufacturer,
Its Las Vegas-basRedux Beverages LLC, is targeting
partiers and teenagers, advertising it as
The Legal Alternative" to the real
drug. Redux claims that consumers will
experience both a physical high due to
the caffeine and other ingredients,
including Vitamin Bl2, B6 and C, and a
psychological high resulting from seeing its "shocking name."
Creator James Kirby claims consumers experience an increase in energy five minutes after consumption, followed by a caffeine boost within 15
minutes that purportedly lasts for five
to six hours.
Kirby admitted to The New York
Post that an ingredient was added to
slightly numb the throat, creating an
oral sensation that imitates the effect of
use
its namesake. Redux also hoasts-thof dextrose, rather than high fructose
corn syrup used in other energy drinks,
explaining that that type of sugar is difficult to digest.
Health experts have not yet tested
the drink to determine its risks. The
Web site alleges that the only side
effects are "Extreme amounts of ener-g- yr
It adds, "Failure to adhere to this
warning may result in excess excitement, stamina, fun and a possible feeling of euphoria."
The drink was spotted at New York
City runway parties during Fashion
Week and in New York and California
clubs. It is currently sold in more than
200 stores in New York Citv, Ixs
well-kno-

Eric

o

spin off of the film using "illbient,"
p,
which is a mixture of
jazz,
techno and ambient music.
The different style of music created
with a visual presentation was quite
stimulating to the mind, not to mention very fun and entertaining.
While taking on such a controversial film and turning it around to be,
in a sense, the complete opposite message, that Subliminal Kid turned it
around with his turntables.

The College provides weekend activities for families visiting their students.

paged.

u.

(PhotocourtesyDJSpooky.com).

Families flock to Woo

The Fall Fashion pre-

MEMBER

J
DJ Spooky reinvents D.W. Griffith's 1915 classic "Birth of a Nation" with "Rebirth of a Nation"

From athletic
events to musical concerts and
percomedy
formances
to
research showcases, students
and faculty will
show off their

night In Scheide

at 9 p.m.'

Be sure to check out Professor of

Psychology Amy Jo Stravenzer's
lecture on Saturday morning

Other

cam-

pus organizations will also
be hosting proLilly
grams.
will
House
offer a journal-in- g

seminar
this afternoon,
and
Hillel
a
host
plans to
dinner
later
this evening.
Additionally,

student

aca-

demic research

accomplish-

will be on

ments to their relatives.
For many years, a similar program
existed at Wooster. Known as
"Parent's Weekend," it was disbanded
in favor of the current system around
five years ago.
"I saw the changing aspect of the
family for the students," said Holmes.

7
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dis-

play throughout Lowry Center.
Traditional events will still be pres-

ent. In fact, the date for Family
Weekend is in part determined by
when the majority of Wooster athletic
programs are at home. Some of the
popular draws are the football game
See ''Family ," page 2
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Cocaine has its own

DrinkCocaine.com,

MySpace profile, through which
numerous hopefuls from around the
world demand that the drink's sale be
extended past California and New York.
"I haven't tried the drink, but I like
the idea because every morning I wake
up and grab a Red Bull," posted The
Godfather' from Maryland. "But as
soon as I can grab some Cocaine, I

will."
Anti-dru- g
advocates oppose the
drink, declaring that it promotes drug
use. The National Action Network, the
Community Coalition, the Latino and
Leadership Alliance
and Project Islamic H.O.P.E have all
African-Americ-

an

called for boycotts.

of Hospitality

Director

Services

Chuck Wagers said that the College
does not plan to purchase Cocaine and
will continue to sell Full Throttle and
Rock Star.
While some students showed an initial interest, they stated that they would '
be hesitant to consume the beverage
due to the emulating effect of cocaine.-"am not a big fan of energy drinks
for one thing, and for another that just
I

seem right," said Aneesha
Kumar '08. There are alternative ways
to get caffeine."
Java Hut and Mom's Truck Stop sell

doesn't

an average of nearly 400 energy
drinks per week, an amount that
remains constant during stressful
times such as finals week. "Like coffee
consumption, sales of energy drinks
seem steady, regardless of the calendar," Wagers said.
Cocaine has not yet been released on
the general market, and must be purchased online through undisclosed vendors or "dealers." The Web site claims
that it will soon be available on
Amazon.com. Units of the drink are
sold in

"8-ba-

ll"

packs.
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Alex Cacioppo

Woosterfest begins

WOW attempting to
regroup in new year

this weekend

Grace Lynch

Chalk off another day for Peace
LOCAL

This Saturday marks an

Assailant fires shots
in Colorado school,
takes hostages

y

An unknown gunman at Platte
Canyon High School, in Bailey, Colo.,
took several students hostage, according to CNN, which broke the story
Wednesday evening.
Four hundred fifty students were
evacuated, and 340 others were evacuated from nearby Fitzsimmons Middle

Students draw with chalk on the parking lot near Timken
Science Library. During the International Day of Peace, the
student group Peace by Peace hosted a series of events
including a candlelight vigil at night. The events were
launched by the group in the hope of recognizing a future
world of
and love (Photo by Julia Hendrickson).

School.

non-violen-

The Houston Chronicle reported
that two hostages were released.
The gunman is believed to be a parent, according to the Rocky
'

Mountain News.
As of 6:46 p.m., he was reported
"dead by CNN station KUSA. CNN
later reported that one of the
hostacres was killed before- the
O
o
allegedly committed suicide..
an

o-unm-

Fastow brought to
justice fiices 6 years
Former Chief Financial Officer of
Enron Andrew Fastow, whose 2001
collapse marked a singular event in
corporate corruption, was sentenced
in Houston Tuesday to six years in
prison.
He was charged with misdemeanors
and illicit trading practices connected
to the fraud and embezzlement cases
associated with the energy giant's
demise.

In court last May, Fastow testified
against superiors Kenneth Lay, the
chief executive officer, and Jeffrey
Skilling.
According to The New York Times,
a 2005 Supreme Court ruling may
have indirectly helped Fastow by
declaring "federal sentencing guide
lines advisory rather than binding'
and, so, the announced 10 years were
brought down to six.
An Associated Press report follow
ing the initial court ruling stated that
the combined conspiracy and wire
fraud charges filed against Skilling
and Lay totaled 34.
Lay's "total maximum penalty
numbered 120 years. He died in July in
Aspen, Colo., awaiting sentencing in
September.

Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
The Archaeology Department hosted University of Illinois Professor of
Archeology Lawrence Keeley on
Friday, Sept. 22, on the topic of "War
Before Civilization: The Myth of the
Peaceful Savage."
.:
....
;,.
Keeley 's lecture was sponsored by
Wooster's Program in Archaeology,
,

the Archaeology Student Colloquium,
Lambda Alpha (an honor society for
anthropology
and the
students)
Wooster chapter of the Archaeological
Institute .of America.
His lecture focused on he differences between warfare in prehistoric
and modern
societies.
Keeley's
research is responsible for new evidence that shows that prehistoric societies before the Bronze Age were not
peaceful, but instead engaged in warfare on an almost-consta- nt
basis.
.

Send your corrections to voicewoosler.edu

dents and faculty, as well as many
members of the Wooster community.
Though the event was mandatory
for Kardulias's
Introduction to
Archaeology class, students and professors from all disciplines seemed to

"The important thing about Keeley's work is
that he incorporates contemporary ideologies
with historical! and archeological records."

,

post-lectu-

,

'

. Nick Kardulias
Associate Professor of Anthropology, Sociology and Archaeology

Kardulias said the lecture was
"provocative and stimulating."
"The
important thing about
Keeley's work is that he incorporates
contemporary ideologies with historical and archaeological records," he
added. Kardulias, a personal friend of
the guest lecturer, referred to Keeley
as a "rigorous scholar."
The event was
by stu- well-attend- ed

Students also gained much insight
from the lecture. Aubrey Brown '08,
an archaeology major, said she found
Keeley's lecture "really awesome" and
especially enjoyed his link between
prehistoric and modern warfare.
Many dissenting attendees drew
their inferences from the
re
.question-and-answ- er
session, where
Keeley, was. posed questions indirectly
.dealing withihis expertise.
Keeley is the author of many scholarly works concerning warfare in

have been excited from the event.
Professor Kent Kille of the international relations department said he
found Keeley's speech "very interesting" due to the archaeological perspective on a topic he has researched as a
political scientist
He noted that the historical data
Keeley had gathered presented a unique
opportunity not often before seen.

pre-histori-

cal

society.

His repertoire includes his 1997
article "Frontier Warfare in the Early
Neolithic" in the book "Troubled
Times" and the 1996 book "War
before Civilization."
The next Archaeology Institute of
America-sponsorlecture at The
College of Wooster is Thomas
Finan's "Medieval Ecclesiastical
Complex
at
Kilteasheen,
Co.
Roscommon, Ireland."
ed

Family festivities begin Chemistry seminar goes
Family
with the details
continued from p.

1

(against Wittenberg, 1 p.m. on
Saturday), and the women's and men's
soccer games (both against Ohio
Wesleyan, 1 p.m. and 3:30 p.m., respectively).

One athletic event that, for the second year, has proved to be popular is
the Golf Scramble.
A

opportunity
for students and parents to golf with
faculty, staff and administration, the
Golf Scramble is an event the Office of
the Dean of Students hopes to see
continue for many years.
Families are also asked to evaluate
the program at the end of the weekend.
According to Holmes, past evaluations have been encouraging. "People
seem to be really happy with the program," he said.
One element that always draws
attention on the evaluations is the

'

registration-require-

d

Family Weekend food.
However, Holmes is hopeful this
year will generate mostly positive
reviews. "We're excited about lunch on
Saturday," he said. "We're going to set
up a chili bar, with vegetarian options

Voting
continued from p.

1

that ... and some door to door stuff,"
said College Republicans President
John Steinman '07.
At this time, the organization said it
does not have plans to distribute voter
registration forms or directly campaign for a given candidate on campus, though Steinman didn't "want to
completely rule out the idea."
Outside of the College Republicans
and Democrats,
groups
have also lead registration initiatives.
In recent weeks, the League of
non-partis- an

in-dep-

th

available."

He added that the weather forecast,
which promises clear and brisk weather, should make the tailgate lunch a
success.

Holmes feels strongly about the
importance of Family Weekend.
"Almost half of all the families that
come every year are the parents of
first-ye- ar
students," he said.
Therefore, he feels that Family
Weekend presents an excellent opportunity for families to reconnect with
their students.
"This weekend provides a great
chance for families to be supportive, to
be around," Holmes said.
The Office of the Dean of Students
has scheduled the 2007 Family
Weekend for Oct. 26

- 28.

Students urged to register

'

- In last week's Viewponts section, the
name of a letter writer was misspelled,
"Briton Einhauser" should have read
"Britton Eichenhauer."
An editor erred.

Furthermore, Keeley argued that
prehistoric warfare was more deadly
than its modern equivalent, despite
advances in weapon technology.
Associate" Professor of Anthropology,
Sociology and Archaeology Nick

,

from wire reports

Liz Miller, Editor in Chief
The Wooster Voice

ce

ent

Lecturer: War not unique to civilized times

Briefs compiled by Alex Cacioppo

Dear readers:
As the editor of this publication, I
offer my most sincere apologies for the
condition of last week's newspaper.
Due to technical issues on our end, our
printer was unable to properly process
last week's Voice.
I, with the support of the managing
editors, made the decision to distribute
the papers last Friday, as the body text
was unharmed.
The Arts section was the only section
majorly altered; we have reprinted it,
. If you have feedback on this or any
other issues regarding the Voice, fee
tree
me
to
contact
at
millerewooster.edu

On Monday, Sept. 25 at Lowry Pit,
the faculty and community anti-w- ar
organization Wooster Opposing the
War (WOW) underwent initial planning stages following last year's
of the group, and the
organization continues to have more
questions than answers.
In the first meeting of the 2006-0- 7
school year, the student representation was lacking. At this meeting
WOW members began to set their
agendas for the upcoming months.
Few students were in attendance,
though four community members
along with professors attended.
Professors Denise Bostdorff, John
Gates (ret.) and Karen Taylor were
at the sessidn to lend their thoughts,
though most of the session was
spent on setting the WOW agenda
for the year.
"What can we do?" asked Taylor.
"What should we do?" Students were
no more certain.
"Students are the middle ground,"
said Erika Wicks '09, one of the few
students there. "They don't know
what's happening."
Pat O'Bryan, of Cleveland Catholic
Charities, spoke throughout the meeting. "The government asks which side
you're on, but they define both sides,"
O'Bryan said.
dis-bandm-

NATION

meeting turned to the
September 1 1th attacks, and the relationship to the Iraq War. "Iraqis had
no part in 91 1," another community
member said. "Why are we there?"
The group says that they want to
get more people involved and put
important issues and information out
to the public.
"It's not enough to say, We hate the
war," said one member. WOW agreed
to hold a number of events this fall
including speeches, discussions and
rallies.
One issue that WOW is running
into is finding a location that will
attract a mix of people and ideas.
There is a range of views on the issue
of the war in Iraq and WOW believes
that everyone should have the opportunity to talk about these issues. '
Events that are already on the
schedule include WOW's first rally,
which will be held on Saturday, Oct.
7 in the downtown square gazebo at
11 a.m.
Denise Bostdorff, WOW president
and professor of communication, will
be giving a speech discussing the
rhetoric of President George W. Bush
on Oct. 31 at 1 1 a.m. in Severance 009.
It is entitled "Hang the Banner,
Sound the Trumpet: George W.
Bush, Epideictic Rhetoric, and the
War in Iraq."
WOW meetings are Mondays at 7
p.m. in Lowry Pit.

The

Voice Staff

all-d- ay

Wayne and Holmes Counties event,
the Goodwill Benefit
Motorcycle Poker Run, which will
start at the Wooster Goodwill Retail
Store on Portage Square Plaza at 12
p.m., and will run at that location until
3 p.m., after which the festivities move
downtown to Woosterfest on Liberty
Street.
Woosterfest will run from 3 p.m. to
7 p.m. The riders will take a scenic
tour through Wooster, Loudonville,
Millersburg, Orrville and Rittman
before circling, back to Woosterfest.
Proceeds of the event benefit
Goodwill Industries of Wayne and
Holmes Counties, Inc.

(

Section Editor:

Independent Voters and Circle K have
teamed up to provide students with
opportunities to register to vote. The
events took place in the residence
halls.

MacLeod sad that he doesn't see
voting as a partisan issue, in spite of
the attention the Ohio gubernatorial
elections are receiving nationwide
from Democratic and Republican supporters alike.
"I think voting is an absolute fundamental right," said MacLeod. "Our
vote in Wayne County directly
effects where we live for the majority of the year."

O'
Chemistry Professor Sarah Schmidtke discusses the com- plexities of the chemical world. (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
On Tuesday morning, Sept. 25, the Chemistry Department opened its 2006-07
lecture series with a talk entitled "Chemistry in a Crowd" presented
by Dr.
Sarah Schmidtke.
This forum series brings outside speakers to campus to discusses
emerging
issues in chemistry, and provides the Wooster faculty with an
opportunity to
present their research interests to members of the department and the Wooster
student community.
Schmidtke is a new addition to the Wooster faculty this year and teaches
basic and physical chemistry classes.
Her research projects focus on the interactions between water and a solvent
in a condensed spaced system. She uses spectroscopy to look at how
the basic"
molecular structures merge in this particular environment. This seemingly
complex issue has direct applications in biology as well as chemistry.
This research also has a practical application in the world of industry, as it is
addressed with the production of UV sun screens.
This event was
by students and faculty.
'Although the scientific language used in Schmidtke's lecture was a challenge
for the untrained ear, the event seemed well received by those in attendance.
Students seemed appreciative of the opportunity to hear about the research
interests of the faculty in their department.
i
well-attend- ed

Section Editor:
Brian Frederico
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Security and local police need to
abuse
increase crime prevention efforts Security
"It
incumbent upon those with
that appalled the Voice editorial staff so
much that we feel compelled to share it
with everyone. For the second time in
two weeks, a Wooster student was
assaulted by residents of the City near
campus houses on the south side of
campus.
We question the safety of students
after these incidents, especially consid-

ering the numerous registered sex
offenders that live on Spink Street,
Gasche Sreet and N. Bever Sreet.
The outcome is dismal: neither the
College nor the City has responded
well to any of these threats to the campus community or general student
safety.

The Wooster Police Department

.

has not attempted to increase officers
patrolling the area to ensure the safety of young and young-adu- lt
citizens.
Applying the old adage of "monkey
see, monkey do," Security has not
taken any visible action to protect
Stadium House on E. University
treet. Stadium House ' currently
hbuses eight women susceptible to
these dangers and is neighbor' to a
house frequented by the Wooster
Police Department.
This is a serious issue in our community (City and College) and we want
the Wooster Police Department, along
with the Department of Safety and
Security, to take action to improve stu- -

I

dent safety.
Unfortunately, students are often
harassed by
on and
around campus. Frequently, Security's
response has been less than satisfying
and the Wooster Police have been
equally unresponsive.
Something
needs to be done and it needs to be
done quickly.
We recommend that each student
take action now.
Students: if you feel unsafe walking
to your campus house or dorm at
night, or if just don't feel safe voice
your concerns and use the college
escort system.
Security: students should not have to
live in fear of sex offenders, drug dealers and bullies. Please take our concerns seriously and fulfill your duty to
maintain an atmosphere in which students feel safe.
City council meetings occur on the
first and third Monday of every month
at 7:30 p.m. in city hall chambers,
located on 538 N. Market St. Take the
time to. attend city, council meetings
and you can make a difference In pur
community. The Wooster. Polios also
have a
number (which
can be called anonymously) if any student feels unsafe or threatened. The
number is
This is your community, too. As
. Ghandi once said, "Be the change you
wish to see in the world."
non-stude-

non-emergen-

nts

cy

3O0-87-57-
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Student takes stand
on genocide in Darfur
To the editor:
Again, this world is witnessing a horrible tragedy. In the Darfur region in
Sudan there is a genocidal campaign being committed against the Fur,
Zaghawa and Massaleit ethnic groups. They have been systematically
attacked by the Janjaweed rebels since February 2003, and estimates of the
'
death toll range from 40,000 to 50,000 people.
I
The United States, United Nations and NATO reacted speedily to the sit- -'
uation in the Balkans, but in this case the international community has
' allowed three years to pass. If this continues, the situation in Darfur could
. become worse than the genocide in Rwanda.
. Already, people have been forced from their homes and are living in squalor
. in refugee camps. There, according to a World Food Program official, food
"
aid has been cut off from at least 355,000 people.
'.
The 'people are also subjected to draconian police measures of the
Sudanese government troops.
C
On Aug. 24, 2006, The International Rescue Committee released a report
. saying that hundreds of women had been raped in the past week. Also,
. these sexual assaults often carry the added injury of transmitting HIV to
. the victims.
In August, the United Nations voted to supplement the African Union
. forces with 20,000 troops; however, the Sudanese government stated that if
they entered the country it would be taken as a foreign invasion. Due to
this, the African Union has decided to leave their troops in the region indefinitely.
While the situation in the region is daunting and appears hopeless there
are ways that we can help. On Thursday, Oct. 5 Students Taking Action
Now: Darfur (STAND) will be holding a nationwide event to raise awareness
and money for Darfur. It will be called the Darfur Fast, and students are
encouraged to give up a luxury that they would purchase that day and instead
contribute that money to a charitable organization working in Darfur.
The Ice Cream Socialists will be tabling on that day to collect money for the
, cause.
Also they will be holding an Ice Cream Social on Sunday, Oct. 1 at 8:30
p.m. in the Luce Common Room to raise money and awareness, as well. Please
donate your money and learn more about this issue by coming to these events.
,

'.

.

Andrew Porter '09

of power cannot be ignored

sarv.
sary, and the security officers micrht
might
do well to understand that this is
within their power to change. Two
entrusted" (College Handbook of weekends ago, there were reports of
Selected Policies, 42).
cars in a South parking lot of campus
These sentences relating to staff-- being vandalized. A junior saw two
student romantic students tear the USPS mailbox in
relationships confront of Lowry out of the ground.
When the officers arrived, after being
tain the proclag,
mation of a belief, called from a
the culi
to which this col- - prits who had torn up the mailbox
v I lege ascribes. The couldn't be found.
is
This same weekend, at a dance
stewartcampbell College value .
For party with 15 or so other friends, I
many members of this community, was threatened by an officer with a
those with the most direct enforce- - write up for disorderly conduct after
ment of authority
on campus are the
value is self-evide-nt.
"It is

An incident occurred last weekend

(T)

party-bustin-

rn.
self-evide- nt.

fuiij

"The College
For many
members of this communityi those with the
most direct enforcement of authoritv on cam- re
ionfull time security officers.
pus are the

students do not
take the responsi- biiities of these
staff members for
granted. Their, jobs are some of the
most important in this community,
and we appreciate and respect the
responsibilities of keeping this cam
pus safe.
J After the Bornheutter'graffiti incident in the fall of 2004 and the
Williamsburg Apartments rape in
the fall of 2005, we have begun to
better understand the roles of these
people in our lives.
This semester, complaining about
Security has become a default conversation at meals. I have never seen such
disgruntled students in my three
years at the College. It is not neces- -

-

,

voicing dissent over the way he and
another officer had chosen to respond
to the music.
They had come and were on their
way out when they heard fne com- -'
plaining on the porch to the!others.
After this officer crushed a beer can in
an act of exhibitionism, he told me
that I was interfering with the officers' ability to monitor. under-ag- e
drinking and I was being written up.
One must assume that I was considered disorderly only in voicing dissent, seeing as there was no other
misbehavior: no raised voice or cursing. I only refused to cooperate by not

Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C-- 3 1 87, The Wooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
e-m- ail

which would consti- tute an abuse of
power.

This sort of behavior on behalf of Security does not
need to be a default conversation in
the cafeteria. This behavior violated,
at the very least, two clauses in various handbooks of college policies. To
rel?tlon-ship- s,
improve security-studen- t.
security officers need to be
more responsibla.and respectful in the
way they treat students. As my
favorite artist Jenny Holzer says,
"Abuse of power should come as no
surprise."
This is Stewart's
Voice. He can

be

first editorial for the
reached for comment at

scampbellwooster.edu

United Nations can be effective in intervention
Last week in his editorial "United
Nations Must Be Accountable" Brian
Frederico blasted the United Nations
for its handling of the situation in
Lebanon and concluded that it will
continue to mishandle situations "if
it does not seriously reorganize
its foreign intervention policies."
While it is stylish in many circles
to ridicule
the
rossbuchanan
United Nations,
the United Nations performs an
indispensable function in global politics. As a representative body of the
world community, it can act as an

by the United Nations to demand
anything with the threat of force
must be approved by a resolution in
the Security Council, on which the
United States, Russia, China, France
and the United Kingdom all have
permanent seats. A veto by any one
of these countries blocks the resolution.
The United States, as a permanent member of the Security
Council, only permitted the United
Nations to take action after Israel
decided to cease its military campaign. So, for better or for worse,
this is why the United Nations did
not demand a ceasefire immediately.
The fact that the United States did
not step in to stop the conflict invalidates Frederico's accusation that it

tional U.N. forces will cause problems, especially when the alternative
is an Israeli occupation.

Following

this

last

charge,

Frederico said that securing the border region from Hezbollah would be
best handled by Lebanese troops, not
the United Nations. He is absolutely
right. But the Lebanese government
has had to deal with Syrian occupation, Israeli bombing, and continuing domestic unrest besides struggling to control their entire border
with Israel.
As stated in Resolution 1701, the
purpose of the U.N. peacekeepers is
to assist the Lebanese Armed Forces
to secure the border. With help from
the United Nations, the Lebanese
impartial party in circumstances
should be able to accomplish this,
when no single country ever can.
and will eventual- The Lebanese situa- tion is one example
be
aggres- 'y be al)le t0
secure the border
of this.
.
accord- - on their own.
issues, it can
Frederico criti- - sive in
cizes the UN. peace- j fa t
j
decides tO .Dy e article
Qur
ff0vernment
o
u
keepine torce (called
citing issues
like Iran's nuclear
the United Nations
WOrk
Organization
.
.
.
,.
program as proof
Interim Force in
o
- ot
;h
r
it.
Lebanon)-foat the 'United
beingNations is ineffectoo diverse, which
saved Hezbollah by intervening.
could cause problems with communitive. This proves no such thing.
cation and coordination. He fails to
The deployment of 15,000 U.N. These issues remain unresolved,
see the advantages of a multinationpeacekeepers to supplement the meaning everyone trying to settle
al force.
them so far has failed. There is no
15,000 Lebanese troops along the
border was also critIf a country like the United States Lebanon-Israe- li
easy answer to this problem, but the
best chance we have at solving it is
or France were to provide all of the icized. Frederico said U.N. peacekeepers (most of whom, in this case, through the combined efforts of
peacekeepers, it would look like
imperialism. However, when multiare from Western countries) on nations.
"Muslim holy land" will be seen as a
It was with this idea in mind that
ple countries are contributing troops
crusade.
the United Nations was founded. If
under a U.N. mandate, the peacethi- - United Nations must be more
border
First, the Lebanon-Israkeeping operation is no longer seen
aggressive in handling these issues,
the is not "Muslim holy land." Its sigas something threatening
it can act accordingly, but only after
Lebanese people and becomes far nificance is strictly political, not
our government decides to actually
religious.
more likely to succeed.
work through the organization
Second, a contingent of U.N.
As Frederico points out, the
as instead of routinely undermining it.
United Nations has taken too long to troops has been deployed
deal with the situation in Lebanon,
observers along the border since
? oss is a regular contributor to the Voice.
but this criticism is misleading, for
1978 and lias had no problem with
the United Nations is not an local resentment. It is unlikely that He can be reached for comment at
the temporary deployment of addi- - rbtuhananO!)uvoslrr.eJu
autonomous government. A decision

"if the United Nations must

handling these
after
actually
through the
routinely undermining

el

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor

takine
taking out niv
my COW card. I wanted an
explanation for the situation first. The
officer radioed for a police car to
come, and I gave him my ID.
Section 13 of the Code of Social
Responsibility. "Every member of the
community has the right to speak
freely, the right to listen to others . . .
and the right to express himherself.
No member of the community has the
right to prevent or to disrupt an exercise of such rights by others, whether
the persons involved are expressing
approval or disapproval of an idea or
of an action."
This is an incident where an officer
took advantage of the
inherent power rela

.

authority not to abuse, nor to seem to
abuse, the power with which they are

u

-

more
act

-

d,

i-n-

instead

1,
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Wooster Farmers' Market offers a taste of the country
and more. Whatever it is that you
desire, you can find something to
suit your tastes at the Wooster
Farmers' Market. Bring home some
daisies or violets to brighten up your
dingy-lookidorm room.
Pick up some homemade pastries to
for
save

Maureen Sill
Voice Staff

As autumn progresses and the
days grow colder, most Wooster students are beginning to feel the familiar lag in their steps on the way up
the stairs at Lowry or on the walk breakfast
over to Kittredge. Even the occaon a rushed
sional trip to the Java Hut or Mom's
and stressTruck Stop has begun to lose the ful Monday
usual exciting fervor that accompamorning
nies such a meal. Throw in the
cheapest pizza off the menu from the c 1 a s s e s'.
local Domino's or Papa John's and
you've gotten to the core diet of the everything
-- frdtn apples
average student.
Living on campus, student usualperfect for
ly eat the same foods every week. fall snack-in- g
to
Hospitality Services works diligently to bring us creative recipes, interpumpkins
national eats and the comforts of for Hallohome cooking, but sometimes a little ween
There's
variety from an outside source is
what we crave most.
That's
where the Wooster incentive to
;
Farmers' Market comes in. Every return to
Saturday morning- until Oct. 28 in the Market, too, because the selection
downtown Wooster you can find all of goods varies each week.
"It is a Wayne County event," said
sorts of locally produced goods-- .
Farmers bring a plethora of fresh Market Director Sandra Hull. "All of
the products are grown on the farmbaked goods, organically-grow- n
vegetables and fruits, meats, flowers ers' own property and brought each
ng

week to the market to be sold."
Wooster is surrounded by rural areas
and agriculture is still a major source
of revenue for the region. The
Farmers' Market provides the opportunity to appreciate the efforts of
organic farmers, the Amish and oth- -

co-o-

to
Phi-lip-

s,

t

h

is no admission

available.
The Wooster Farmers' Market is
sponsored by the Everything
Rubbermaid Store and is open from
8 a.m. until noon. It is held in the
Main Street Square on Liberty
Street in downtown Wooster. Check
out the market this weekend and
enjoy a fresh, locally grown, home-nlameal and get a little taste of
home, or at least, a real taste of
Wooster.

funding,

e

de

before

still supports the

There's

market

RESIDENTS OF THE
WEEK

when it
is possible.
--

For Sept.

Still
not sold

rising
Illustration by Julia V. Hendrickson.

-

ers on an individual basis.
'Students can also use the products
made available in other forms of student life, an opportunity that the
Yost. House Vegan Co-o- p
takes full
advantage of. This campus program
house, which promotes organic

23-Oc-

1,2006

t.

Armington and Stevenson
Halls: Andrew Horst
Babcock Hall: Rafaqat Kahn
Bornhuetter HallFYLLP:
Heather Moore
Compton Hall: Whitney
Louderback
Holden HallHolden Annex:
The Annex Guides: Skye
Gillispie and Jeannette Carey
Program Houses: Brandi
Baughman

the
on
idea of

always

-

charge for
is
and
everyone
events
any of these
the
exciting
out
check
welcome to
produce and other goods that are
There

farming, does what it can to patron-iz- e
the Farmers' Market. "We definitely support local farmers and
p
member
organic foods," says
Amber Phillips '08. Though the coop is not able to purchase food from
the event every week due to lack of

b e fo r e
noon on
Saturday

to ' attend

a local event? The
Farmers' Market also provides
entertainment for customers and
vendors on those early Saturday
mornings with musical performances by various local acts and players
in and around Wooster.

Students find peace and
Like you need more distractions...
guidance at Lilly House
'omstock, Dollinger review three newly-release- d

77
A

r

17

Jonah Comstock and
Marten Dollinger
Voice

if

'IV

Staff

In a world of dark and serious
video games, it is pleasant to find a
fun, artistic game with which one can
kill time rather than demons, evil
governments or other players. Sony's
systems,
entertainment
the
Playstation 2 (PS2)Jand Playstation
Portable (PSP), are ther places to find
the best of this kind of game. We
reviewed three fairly recent titles that
d,
exemplify
relaxing
gaming.

items the katamari rolls over and
assimilates, which range from pennies
to entire buildings.
"We 3 Katamari" is inherently
pleasant, and is perfect for winding
down after a long day of work, class
and more stressful video games.

The game also includes some
and feaentertaining

"LocoRoco"
Playstation Portable
By Sony Computer
Entertainment

Playstation 2
By Ingram Entertainment

-

J

The Lilly House, located at 1452 Beall Ave., is a place of
retreat and meditation (Photo by Chloe Reed).
to offer funding for deserving
proposals. The program also encourages student-designe- d
summer projects
that, according to a Lilly House publica
tion, "explore the intersection of
their deepest life's work and a community's deepest need."
Graham, who serves on the Azimuth
committee, said "It provides students
the chance to explore ... to look at
things like ethical commitments and
other topics related to community."
The Lilly Project supports other stu
dent endeavors, as well. There's the
"Worthy Questions" program, which
pairs a student called a "Quester" with a
"Mentor." The two work year-lon- g
to
develop and integrate personal, profes
sional and spiritual values.
The house also features the
Seminary Semester program, which
offers
study opportunities
in seminaries in Pittsburgh, Pa. and
Louisville, Ky. The project is currently
working to expand its destinations
with programs at the Hebrew Union
College in Cincinnati as well as in seminaries and colleges in South Africa
and Thailand.
But since a trip out of the country
may be beyond the scope of many
Wooster students, many use the Lilly
House as a place for quiet contempla
tion. The house has a library with over
7.r)0 books on spirituality and vocation
and offers free journals along with

--

Eric

and

Daniels-Howe- ll

Molly Lehman
Voice Staff
Many Wooster students are familiar
with prayer
the
frantic
activity that is paired with caffeine as
motivation
for
an
However, many have little knowledge
of spirituality.
The Lilly Project hopes to change
this. With a grant administered from
the Lilly Endowment in 2003, the program has steadily grown.
Quartered in its own house, north of
Bornhuetter Hall on Beall Avenue, the
Lilly Project is primarily run by Dianna
Rhyan, director, and Susan Hawkins-Wildin- g,
assistant director.
The Lilly Project focuses on spirituality and vocational exploration. Its aim is
to encourage students and staff to look
not just at careers, but at how they live
their lives.
Mark Graham, assistant professor of
religious studies, has been involved
with the Lilly Project in the past. Like
many others, Graham appreciates the
impact that those at Lilly House have
"Lots of
on the College community.
students bring values to college, and
the Lilly program serves lots of different values," he said.
Diversity at the Lilly House is not
in fact, the program
just religious
offers many opportunities for students
to explore faith and vocation in a variety
of ways. Graham highlighted medical
internships as one of the most unique
possibilities the Lilly Project endorses.
These internships, in collalxration with
th
and Pre-La-w
the
programs
to
are designed
give students intent on
a health-relatcareer an opportunity
to get valuable field experience in various humanitarian efforts.
Graham was involved with another
Azimuth.
opportunity
This is a unique project for students to
identify a community where their talents can be used, to address a genuine
need. Students can submit an application detailing a need within a domestic
community as well as a proposed
method of action and the Lilly Project
late-nig-

ht,

all-nigh-

Pre-Heal-

ed

off-camp-

us

ter.

Playstation 2
By Namco

off-camp-

us

places to read and write.
In addition to the sanctuary of the
library, the. Lilly House hosts gatherings from

3-

-4

p.m. every Friday, invit

ing students to join the staff for tea
treats and time to write creatively in
personal journals.
Through a partnership with the rel
gious studies department and the Oflic
of Interfaith Campus Ministries, the
Lilly. Project continues to flourish. Its
diverse opportunity for spiritual and.
vocational growth is unique on campus
and provides students with a chance to
expand, beyond academics and extra
curricular activities.
"Lilly Project is strong because it'
not just explicitly religious" Graham
said. "The vocational aspect allows
many students to get a lot out of the

program."

2004
Like anything that includes a heart
icon in its title rather than a word.
We
S Katamari" is far from the
gaming norm.
This time-bas- ed
puzzle game is a
veritable acid trip of Japanese

delight.

tures. It's ideal for the PSP system as
a game that can be played without a
huge amount of mental exercise but
still provide a lot of enjoyment.
'

.

".

'('-- .

You

of the stars.
The way to
remedy this is
a hit
game

X I.I

))

called
"Katamari
Damacy."

s

evokes

h

Japanese characters. There

fed

is

game

rolling a katamari around to
pick up points.

The katamari

katamari gets

'M

an

over-whelmi- ng

sense of movement in the
sweeping, colorful, animated
world, so that
merely watching the game
being played is
entertaining.

i

v

first

one
notices is the
pure beauty of
the game. It is
animated, but
with a rough,
Asian drawing
style
that

broken up all

functions like a
snowball down
a hill; objects it
rolls over become oart of
it, and
the

.'v,',ri.

The
thing

accidentally

The

Oti

One of the most interesting and
artistic new games around today,
"Okami" is an action adventure game
for Playstation 2 from Capcom loosely based in Shinto mythology.
The player controls Okami, a wolf,
possessed with the spirit of the sun
god Amataseru, on his quest to rid
his world of dark, evil spirits.
Playing as an avatar, the player can
perform not only regular actions like
jumping and attacking, but also
divine actions. These are performed
with an innovative paintbrush interface, which allows the player to draw
things into the animated world
Okami inhabits.

play as the
Prince of the
Cosmos, where
the King has

involves

"Okami"

v.,v:.2006.j

.di-'- U

Though it appears very similar to
3
"We
Katamari" in concept,
"LocoRoco" is certainly an amazing
game in its own right. The object of
the game as stated on the Start menu
is to "Collect LocoRocos to Achieve
World Peace."
A LocoRoco is a sViall creature that
resembles a bag of Jell-- 0 with a face.
The player controls
not the
LocoRocos themselves, but the world,
tilting it left and right to make them
roll and jump. Multiple LocoRocos
(up to 20 per level) combine to form
one large creature, though the player

"WeOKatamari"

is able

mini-gam- es

2006

light-hearte-

Liu,

games

i

The game-pla- y
itself is

.

Jonah Comstock '10, and Marten Dollinger '10 try out new video
extremely
games at the Common Grounds program house (Photo by Karin easy to learn

progressively JphnSOn).
larger

in a
thoroughly ridiculous yet aesthetical
ly pleasing manner. All the while,
wacky Japanese music plays in the
background.
The object of each level is simple:
reach a certain diameter in a given
time limit. Upon the completion of
each level, the katamari is given to
the King of Cosmos, who" tosses it up
into space and turns it into a planet
or star field.
What "Katamari" really has going
for it is simplicity. Essentially, it's
just a ball that gets bigger and bigger. What prevents this from getting
boring, aside from being dangerously
addictive, are the environments in
which it is played and the interesting

can always break them up with a
lightning bolt.
"LocoRoco" seems simple and perhaps silly to explain, but nothing can
compare to the experience of playing
it. The LocoRocos
there are different colors and facial expressions
from which to choose
are incredibly cute, and they sing constantly hi
different voices. Sometimes to overcome obstacles they must stop and
sing to them.
The upbeat soundtrack and the
cute, simple animation combine .to
make playing the game an extremely
uplifting experience, but various
twists on the concepts keep the game
entertaining for more than 30 levels.

and
allows
more than suf
ficient control of the game, and the
game itself is rich in terms of plot
and characters.
The main flaw with the game
seems to be that no voice actors were
hired for the game. Perhaps to add to
the mystical quality, words appear in
captions while the characters speak
in jumbled voices that sound like
backwards speech. The effect, while
interesting at first, gets old very
quickly.

Overall, however, the game is
th
purchasing for anyone who
wants distraction from school in the
form of game that's a little out of the
ordinary, but nonetheless playable
and fun. .
well-wor-

Section Editor:
Justine Mccullough
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Men's fallfashion: dark, slim, sexy fit
KofiYankey
voice man

For this reason, it is not surprising
that one could read over 3,000 pages
of fashion in a period of three days
instead of catching up on Professor
Krain's
assignment on genocide for Wednesday's discussion in
Research Methods class.
This season, men's fashion has

"Here we go, I exclaimed excitedly
under my breath as I tried to pry the
multitude of magazines from my mail-

high-fashi-

20-pa- ge

box.

It was that time of the month again.
Fall fashion was
about to be showcased all over from
fashion
New York to Milan
'70s,
and from Paris to

"Men's
to the

Though a bit on the pricey side, this coat is a classic that never really goes out of style. Its basic navy and black colors match everything
and can be worn for years to come! jcrew.com

on

Shirt: CLASSIC POPLIN SHIRT $49.00, Express Fashion
y
This shirt is casual enough for
wear, and yet perfectly
refined for everything in between. Wear it to your next advisor meeting,
or better yet, impress your friends the next time you go down to South
day-to-da-

Market Bistro for dinner, tsftressfashion.com

has gone retro, paying homage

but with a modern twist,"

Tokyo.

Fashion
magazines
weighing
'
more than newborn
babies were being sold and delivered
to mailboxes of
the
world over.
Fall fashion marks the "new year" of
the fashion world and dictates the
trends, colors and styles of the coming seasons.
pro-fashion-

Coat: BAYWATER PEACOAT $250.00, J. Crew

and beige seem to be the trend from
most
designers, such as
Hedi Slimane of Dior Homme.
The good news is that clothing
stores suited to a student's bank
account, such as The Gap, are follow'
ing suit.
Slim fits, custom fits and elegant
lines also seem
to be the theme
of the season,
which
brings
about
the
demise of boot-cu- t,
Kofi Yankey
baggy,
Class of 2008 destroyed denim
and original-f- it
clothing. All in all, men's fashion has
gone retro, paying homage to the '70s,
but with a modern twist.
So when shopping for your next pair
of jeans or shirt, think John Paul and
Talitha Getty, not Ezra Fitch... cos
that's been auf'd!

als

taken a minimalist approach and has
left behind the "bobo" (bohemian
bourgeois) and colorful looks presented to us last season.
This year, for the most part, dark
colors and earth tones such as grey,
black and "greige" a mixture of grey

Pants: SLIM-FI- T
JEANS $58.00, The Gap
Gone are the days of destroyed,
denim. These slim-f- jeans
from The Gap have a good fit and are classy enough to take you from
classes, to the Underground, and maybe even to dinner with your parents at the Olde Jaol. gap.com
ill-fitt- ing

Shoes: CHUCK TAYLOR ALL-STA-R
$39.99, Converse
Since their inception more than 50 years ago, good of Chucks have
been a staple in many closets. Their simple design ensures versatility
with most outfits and comfort makes them practical for everyday wear.
Though there is now the option of personalizing your pair, classic colors such as the black or optical white always stand the test of time...
plus, they never go out of style, converse.com

n

Fall.fas n on

it

sleek, ayerea

,

is-skinny-

Justine McCullough
Arts Editor

Start with a fitted soft tank.
e,
Add a clinging

then
that flowing empire-waistbabydoll (a
from summer works percarry-ovfectly
as long as it's not a tropical
print).
Top with a long, chunky sweater
with wooden closures.
Best on bottom are tall boots (flats
or platforms) with
skinny
w
jeans or thick leggings and a skirt.
season, opt for a sturdy version of
last spring's ballerina-inspire- d
flats.
long-sleev-

Jeans: Get your skinny

on and try
a pair of straight legs. Surprisingly,
they fit a multitude of body types.
Skinny fit jean, $58, gap.com

Tank: These tanks are long
(lower than your hip bones) and
soft, soft, soft
everything a girl
needs in a tank top! Sparkle Extra
Long Boytank, $18.00 or two for
$30, urbanoutfitters.com

ed

er

hip-huggi-

Leggings: At last, a fashion trend that
actually makes sense! Wear your skirts
through the chilly season with this toasty

This fitted tee
is so light and smooth, you'll
even wear it to bed. Sheer
Jersey Long Sleeve T, $26,
Long-sleeve- d:

warm throwback to the '80s. Damsel Slim
Cropped Legging, $24, urbanoutfuters.com

americanapparelstore.com

ng

Pre-sno-

The fundamental fall accessory is
an oversized bag with attitude. Look for
sturdy materials such as leather or
thick canvas adorned with hardware.
This season, it's important to
remember that layers
bulk. Be sure
that your tank top and
layer are fitted, and never pair them
with baggy pants or a flowing skirt
Stick with ftttedjeiyis px miniskirts
with leggings.
about the
gams? Pencil skirtt&ork, too.
.

Flowing tank: The flattering
empire waist looks fabulous on
every body type; plus, the velvet
trim distinguishes this tank from
ydut summer duds.
$16.50, oldnavy. com

Boots: Sleek and sexy, these boots
from Steve Madden will get you
through the snow and slush in style.
Sabina boots, $149.95, stevemarfden.tom..

Velvet-trim-babydo- ll,

long-sleev- ed

Self-conscio-

us

Paint it black
die for. Le Vemis Nail Colour, $ 1 8, chanel.com
Snag at the store: Raisin Rage Nail Enamel, $3-revlon.com

Sweater: A lush, comfortable car
coat Is a must-hav- e
each fall.
Cottonalpaca belted cardigan, $88,

To

.

7,

bananarepublic.com

Here's the skinny on jeans
Skinny Jean, $260, mkamirepublic.com
Snag at the store: Straight leg jean, $59.50, expressfashion.com

To

die for: Berlin

Five-Pock-

et

Flats: Go for a sturdy option
like leather, and don't forget the
hardware
$49.95,

details.

Zita

The

flats,

bakersshoes.com

"if bag

7b die for: Wheat Penny Carryall, $698, anthropologie.com
Snag at the store: Industry Distressed Tote, $68, rampage.com

Illustration by Andy Maloney.

Emerson String Quartet to open 22nd Chamber Music Series
Sydney Bender
Voice Staff
The Emerson String Quartet will
open the 22nd season of the Wooster
Chamber Music Series this Sunday,
Oct. 1. Performances will take place at

The College of Wooster in the Gault
Recital Hall of Scheide Music Center.
The Emerson String Quartet is an
ensemble of cellist David Finckel, vio-li- st
Lawrence Dutton and violinists
Eugene Drucker and Philip Setzer.
Dubbed "America's greatest quartet"
by Time Magazine, the group formed
in 1976 and took their name from
philosopher and poet Ralph Waldo
Emerson.
Finckel has been a member of the
Quartet since 1979. In addition to

being a soloist for the Quartet, he is a
recording artist and educator.
Pianist Wu Han and Finckel are both
the Artistic Directors of The Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center.
Violinist Eugene Drucker is a founding member of the Quartet. He travels
all around Europe and the United
States, Drucker and performs as a
soloist as well as part of the Quartet.
Dutton, who is currently recovering
from shoulder surgery, will not be
present.
Philip Setzer, another violinist, was
born in Cleveland, Ohio, and found a
passion for stringed instruments early
in life; botli his parents were members
of the Cleveland Orchestra. I le studied
at The Julliard School and has received
several awards in his field of talent.
.

.

The Quartet has received six
Grammy Awards (two for Best
Classical Album), three Graniophone
Mag Awards and the Smithson
Award. In
2006, The College of
Wooster gave the Emerson String
Quartet an honorary doctorate.
The performance will include
Mozart's Divertimento for String
Trip in E flat Major, K 563 and
Brahms' Piano Quartet No.
in G
1

minor, op. 25.

The sounds of strings will begin
this Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Gault
Recital Hall of Scheide Music Center.
Tickets are $ 10 for general seating, $8
for students and senior citizens and
are available at the Wilson Bookstore
on campus and at Maurer's Pharmacy
on 1827 Cleveland Rd. in Wooster.

Illustration by David Duncan.
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The I.S. Acting Recitals of
Kieran
and Rachel Fichter
Welsh-Philli-

ps

Shoolroy Theatre
Sept. 29 and 30 at 8:15 p.m.
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Free tickets must be reserved in
advance from the box office located in
Freedlarider Theater, which is open
from 12-- 2 p.m. and 4 - 6 p in.
will perform pieces
from Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll House"
and David Manu-t'Fichter's performances will include
Shakespeare's "As You Like It," Ibsen's
"Ghosts" and Carol Churchill's "Top
Girls."
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A Public Reading
4
with renowned author
David Harris Ebenbtch
Kauke Hall 244

Oct. 4 at 7:30 p.m.
Ebenbach, who won the 2006
G.L.C.A. New Writers Award for
Fiction for his book "Between
Camelots," will visit The College of
Wooster next Wednesday.
A book signing and reception will
follow the reading.
This event is brought to the campus community by the department of
English, the Donaldson Fund and the
Artful Dodge.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Fall fashion was also featured in last week's
is due to the poor print quality of that issue.
Cartoon (left) by Cassi Sattazahn.
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itazre defense combined with Even without top running
Grossman will crush Seattle back, the Seahawks mil win
There is one constant to the last four Superbowl championship teams: defense. New England
rode defense to three Superbowl titles and, last year, Pittsburgh saw their defense carry them from
sixth best in their conference to world champions.
A great quarterback such as Matt Hasselbeck does not guarantee a Superbowl title. Take
Baltimore and Tampa Bay, Trent Dilfer is the backup on the worst team in the
NFC. Brad Johnson is a solid quarterback, but not a premier guy like Peyton
f
Manning or Carson Palmer.
Seattle is a nice little team, solid on the running back and wide receiv
'
-- er positions and they have the best quarterback in the NFC
1
behind the helm. Still, they are missing the one"V
needed
constant
to
a
Superbowl
guarantee
chrissweeney
win: a dominating defense.
The Chicago Bears, however, hang their hat on their
defense. Their defense is arguably the best in the
entire NFL (because seriously, Baltimore's defensive
stats have to be taken with a grain of salt due to
the fact they have played the three most offen
sively inept teams in the NFL: Tampa Bay,
Oakland and Cleveland).
The Bears don't win pretty: last week's victory in Minnesota was anything but pretty. The
Vikings were the Bears' first real challenge of
M -- m mrmm
m
MiM te
the year and they gave Chicago all they could
ft
ft
lb'
handle. Yet when it counted, the Bears fell back
on the solid foundation .that is their defense
m wv
m
M
Tl
pulled out a victory against the surging Vikings.
Last year, the Bears had nothing but defense andX XX
U
their passing attack was scrutinized. That is not the case
this year at all. Rex Grossman has looked terrific in his first
three games. While he did drop ofT a bit against the
Minnesota is a quality team so it was to be expected.
The biggest question is; can Grossman stay healthy? As of now there is no rea
son to believe that he shouldn't be the Bears' quarterback all season long.
Grossman also has two dangerous receiving weapons in Muhsin Muhammad and Bernard
Berrian. Muhammad leads the team-i- yards with 279 and Berrian follows close behind with 208.
Berrian also accounted for two touchdowns.
Combine the stability Grossman brings with a solid running game in Thomas Jones and the
Bears become an offensive force to be reckoned with. Over three games, Jones has 181 yards averaging out to roughly 60 yards per game. These are not MVP numbers, but enough to keep the
defense on their toes to open things up for Grossman.
Sure, the Bears' offense won't outscore you. It will never win in a shoot-ou- t,
but with their shut
down defensive play, the Bears won't likely be in any shoot-ou- ts
this year.
rt
Then there is the ultimate reason why Chicago will beat Seattle this week: Shaun Alexander will
not be playing. The Seahawks will become
and thus, the Bears will only have
about the passing game. And when you face the Bears, you better have offensive balance.
foresee a Bears win, 24-1- 0.
.
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Chris Sweeney and Nick Holt are the Sports Editors

of The Wooster
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This one's for the Birds. People seem to forget that this team not only made the Superbowl last
year, but also were a couple close calls away from winning it. If they make it back to the big
game, I fully expect them to ask for a PAC-1- 0 officiating crew.
Lots of people are down on the Seahawks because they've been winning games by such narrow
r
margins this season. Why these people would pick Chicago, who never wins by
more than a couple of scores (the Packers and Lions don't count), is beyond me.
The Madden cover jinx struck again when reigning league MVP Shaun
Alexander suffered a broken bone in his foot last week, causing him to be
out for at least two weeks. This is bad news for Seattle, as
w the biggest weakness for the Bears defense is
defending the run up the middle, something
nickholt
Alexander excels at. However, the game
could serve as a coming-oparty for underrated backup
Maurice Morris.
Somehow the media has neglected to notice
Morris, despite a name with enough alliteration
nd assonance to make any broadcaster's mouth
water. Morris has an average of 4.5 yards per
ability. While
carry and has incredible big-plfifth-ye- ar
the
back out of Oregon may not be
back that
the traditional between-the-tackl- es
f
is, he is one of the better backups in
Alexander
. War
Im
mr
the league.
m
1
t
VJlf
line
On defense, Seattle is led by
tackles
he
100
While
the
backer
Lofa
Tatupu.
.
M
. f
posted as a rookie last season serve as a good barom- yPtf of his skills, I feel that his name serves as a much
better one.
Seattle selected Tatupu in the second round last season,
which means the GM coaches and scouts would have had to butch- his name countless times. Nobody wants to look like an idiot, so they
must have been extremely high on him to draft him knowing they would have to
say his name in practice and at press conferences for several years. The horrible "first and last
name equals great player" rule has countless examples, such as Touraj Houshmandzadeh,
Muhammed-Kabe- er
a,
Olarewaju
and the newest member to the horrible name great
player club Haloti Ngata. One look at his name and you know the guy's special. Sure, Urlacher
is a tough name, but Brian versus Lofa, please.
Lofa leads the underrated Seattle defense that is in the top 10 in the NFL in both yards and
.
points allowed.
I could give you loads of stats but there's really only one comparison you need to know: the
quarterbacks. 'Hawk's QB Matt Hasselbeck has 102 career TD's and just 62 interceptions while
posting a 86.7 QB rating. Coming into this season, Bears QB Rex Grossman had thrown for just
four more NFL touchdowns than, Chris .Sweeney '08. He's played well this year, recording six
scores. But come on, he's in the same ballpark as Sweeney, and nobody would ever pick Sweeney.
In big games you've got to take the team with the best leader or the best name, take your pick.
I see a Seahawks win 28-- 7 while Sweeney chokes on a hot dog.
Gbaja-Biamil-

y

them at

VoiceSportswooster.edu,

please do so because they would like it. Illustration by: Cassi Sattazhan

Ahhh;. .the sweet, sweet smell of baseball in October
Cards will probably still take the
division, but if they do collapse it
would be brutal, a collapse of historic proportions. Then there are the
Dodgers, Padres and Phillies fighting it out for the West & Wildcard.
All three of these teams have been
playing some excellent baseball
(Who out there saw those
Dodger home- -

Carson Carey
Voice Staff
Rejoice, baseball fans! For the best
time of the year is upon us! I speak, of
course, of "the month of October and

baseball's

1

postseason.
lmany

And

while
sports fans
pay little attention
to baseball and
choose to exult
December and the
aNFL's postseason,
g....-.
-for those of us
mrmet
who have labored
through the spring and summer, following our teams through 162 games,
examining box scores and bathing
ourselves
in
the
glow
of
SportsCenter every night to catch the
highlights, October is our holy
month.
The make-u- p
for the playoffs js
this: The Yankees,' Tigers, Twins and
Athletics are the teams from the
American League. Right now, only
the Mets have clinched in the
National League. Astoundingly, the
Astros have made up seven games on
the Cardinals over the past week and,
as of press time, are a mere 1.5
games back in the Central. Wow. The

back-to-back-to-back-to--

back

The Dodgers are dangerous
because they, have a trio of very good
pitchers in Greg Maddox, Brad
Penny, and Derek Lowe and have a
collection of hitters.
The Padres also have an excellent
pitching' staff with the major's second lowest ERA of 3.87, and pitching is always dangerous in the playoffs. Starter Jake Peavy has the abili- now.

well-round- ed

"The Mets are the obvious choice to win the NL
pennant. And indeed, they are a powerful team
the top of their order is downright scary
but
they are no lock. The Phillies have been playing
out of their minds for the past two months behind
the incredible Ryan Howard. They could beat any
NL team in a series right now."

--

'

runs?... That was amazing).
The Mets are the obvious choice to
win the NL pennant. And indeed,
they are a powerful team
the top of
their order is downright scary
but
they are no lock. The Phillies have
been playing out of their minds for
the past two months behind the
incredible Ryan Howard. They could
beat any NL team in a series right

ty to dominate the two or three
games he might pitch in a series.
Only to the Astros and Cardinals do I
give absolutely no chance of winning

the pennant. The Cardinals can't
pitch and the Astros are the reverse
they hit like Little Leaguers. Even
behind the legendary Roger Clemens
you have to score once in awhile.
Either team should be gone after the

first round.
Bottom line: The Mets have the
best team. They have a very powerful
lineup that shouldn't fail them, and if
Pedro Martinez and Tom Glavine
pitch like they know how, the Mets
should advance to tlie World Series.
As a lifelong Yankee hater I hate to
say it, but the Yankees look strong.
George Steinbrenner m&y have finally purchased enough talent to bulldoze to a World Series victory.
Their pitching may be shaky, sure,
but with a lineup with names like
Jeter, Abreu, Rodriguez and Matsui
(and I could go on for a while longer),
and all of them hitting at top form,
these guys are going to score countless runs. The pitching just isn't out
there to stop them. Alex Rodriguez is
also due for a huge October. A player
with his talent can't keep on choking
forever.
The Twins are the only team I see
capable of challenging them. The
Tigers were dominant early on, but
since the All-Stbreak they have
been playing like, well.. .the Tigers.
That is to say, mediocre at best. They
post the majors best ERA at 3.75, but
Jeremy Bonderman has struggled
mightily lately and is also very
ar

young, as is Justin Verlander. The A's
are a very good, team, with a solid
rotation, but they lack that dominating starter so essential to make a
playoff run (Sorry A's fans, Barry
Zito doesn't qualify). They should
pose no serious threat to the Yankee
bets. The Twins have the best
chance. If Francisco Liriano hadn't
injured his elbow I might even pick
them to win the whole thing. They
have been playing great baseball
most the season. They have a virtually guaranteed win when Johann
Santana starts. They have a lineup
that scores runs and gets the job
done. After Santana, however, their
rotation is very suspect, and a team
like the Yankees will pounce on that.
Without Liriano, the Yankees will
probably take a series, even a short
three out of five one.
They should also go on to beat the
Mets in the World Series.
Keep watching though. The great
thing about the playoffs is that surprises always happen.
--

This is Carson's first column. Tou can
reach him

at CCareywooster.edu.

Illustration of "Mr. Met' by Julia

V.

Hendrickson.

Internal bleeding, fat men running and some intense games
Hold on to your spleens, annendixes
appendixes
and other nonessential organs; week
four is fast approaching and we've got

some catching up to do. The season's
already shaping up to be a great one so

llet's take

a look at
surprising,
and
inspiring

the

downright
1

N

lous

first

ridicu-

three

weeks.

Seven undefeat-ed- s
remain includ
ing two from the AFC North, neither
of which are the Superbowl Champ
Steelers. .That's
right, instead
Cincinnati and Baltimore join Indy,
Seattle, Chicago, San Diego and New
Orleans as the only teams left without
bryanstory

a loss.

two of the league's best defense
defenses and
some very informative diagrams of
Ben Roethlisberger's bowels.
Also strangely inept have been division rivals Carolina and Tampa Bay,
who faced off this Sunday, ensuring
that one of them would get their first
win of the season. The game between
the two struggling teams turned out to
be one of the week's best as both teams
seemed reluctant to pick up the victory.
Carolina began with a 17-- 0 lead that
was surpassed in the third quarter
when Tampa Bay scored its third
touchdown of the game (and the season) to take the lead
The teams
then exchanged field goals and the lead
three more times, finally ending with
Carolina scoring in the final seconds to
bring the score to 4 in favor of the
Panthers.
Sunday held a few more great games,
including an unexpected near-ups- et
for
the Browns who were only edged by
the Baltimore Ravens by a
field goal with about 20 seconds left to
make the final score
4.
Jacksonville's hard-nosdefense
21-2- 0.

26-2-

Probably more surprising than the
teams without losses are those with too
few wins. As mentioned, Pittsburgh
has lost not once but twice, beaten this
week at home by Cincinnati and falling
especially hard to the inspired Jaguars
as they were shut out 0 in last week's
Monday night game which featured
9--

52-ya- rd

15-1-

ed

faced

off aeainst division rival
Indianapolis's dominant offense setting
the stage for another intense showdown. Peyton Manning was held by
the Jacksonville defense in the first

San Francisco, marking the longest
fumble returned for a TD in Eagles
history, and likely the fastest
run by a
man ever.
Topping all of these highlights was
100-ya- rd

292-pou-

nd

"For them the game was more than a 23-- 3 routing
of a division rival; it was a symbol of the progress
of New Orleans."

three weak plays, the Falcons were
forced to punt.
The tone was set for the game on
this play as Steve Gleason of the
Saints blocked the kick into the end
zone where it was recovered for a
quick Saints touchdown. Atlanta was
in for a long night.
The fans in New Orleans had plenty to cheer for. I don't just mean U2,
Green Day, two blocked kicks, a
everse
touchdown and their
team's 0 record. For them the game
was more than a 23-- 3 routing of a
division rival; it was a symbol of the
progress of New Orleans.
Much of the city is still in ruins and
without a doubt there is still work to
be done there, but this game clearly
marked a step in the right direction
and a reason for the people of New
Orleans to keep their hopes alive.
As for me, I just hope the next 14
weeks are just as good as the first
three.
double-r-

half, but hit his stride after halftime,
scoring a passing and then a rushing
touchdown to pull away and win the

game

21-1-

4.

A few individual performances stood
out. Mark Brunell of the Redskins

threw an NFL record 22 consecutive
completions in a much-needwin
over Houston. Brett Farve became the
second player in NFL history to throw
400 touchdown passes; he now only
trails Dan Marino's 420 on the
list. Philadelphia defensive tackle,
Mike Patterson, made history when he
carried the ball and his 292 jwimds of
bulk 98 yards for a touchdown against
ed

all-ti-

me

the match-u- p
of New Orleans and
Atlanta (both
in the renovated
SuK'rdome on Monday night.
A little over a year ago the Louisiana
Siierdome hold around 30,000 people
who had lost their homes, their livelihoods and much of the city they loved.
On Monday night it was home instead
to over 70,000 of perhaps the most
emotional fans football has ever seen as
the Saints marched back in to New
Orleans.
Former President George Bush
flipped the coin in Atlanta's favor, but
this would turn out to be the last bit
of luck the Falcons would get. After
2-- 0)

3--

This is Bryan'sfirst column. Tou can reach
him

at BStorywooster.edu
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Field Hockey first in NCAC,
Andrew Vogel
voice Staff
Generally, first-ye- ar
players don't
contribute right away in collegiate
athletics. Even if they do, its
usually
later in the season. This is because
it's
usually somewhat of a difficult transition from high school play to
college
play. Evidently, someone forgot
to tell
this to Brittany Montgomery 'io.
This season, Montgomery seems to
have stolen the spotlight, leading the
field hockey team with nine goals. She
was in limelight all weekend, scoring
three of the team's four goals in two
games as the team beat Denison and
Kenyon to remain the only undefeated
team in the conference play.
On Sept. 20, the team hosted
Denison University and jumped on
top early. While the first half was
still relatively quiet offensively,
Amanda Artman '10, "who is second
on the team in goals with six, put the
ball past a diving Denison goalie for
an early
lead.
Wooster struck again in the second
half, this time on Montgomery assisted by Anlyn Addis '07.
Denison answered to cut the lead in
half just three minutes after
Montgomery's first goal, but Wooster
struck again later on another
Montgomery goal, this time assisted
by Artman to pretty much seal its
third conference win of the "season.
Denison never threatened after
Montgomery's second goal.
The Denison game was just an
opening act for Montgomery. The fol- l- -o

Soccer streak snapped

4-- 0

z

'

five, still tops in NCAC

.

Jessica Sender
Voice Staff Writer

a

-

a

-

To shut out a team is impressive, but
the Scots went above and beyond
impressive last Wednesday, destroying
Heidelberg College with a score of
The Scots cruised to the victory a day
after a disappointing loss to John
Carroll. Erin Lustic '07 and Winnie
Adrien '10 began things early, both
scoring off of the assist to each other
within the first 10 minutes of the game.
Adrien scored again later in the game,
extending the lead to 0.
Following her two goals, she assisted
Kerry Melenovsky '08 in her goal right
before halftime to raise to score the 4--0
going into the break. The Scots came
back after halftime and continued to
dominate. Tish Clark '09 scored first off
an assist from Nora Simon '10.
The defense even made a showing
offensively, with Laura Ayer '08 getting
in on the action, scoring her second
career goal, giving the Scots a 0 lead.
The final goal came off. of Katie
Johnson '10, who got the assist from
Kelly Goss '07. It was Johnson's first
goal of her college career, but it wasn't
the Scots first time scoring seven goals
7-- 0.

X

3--

Anna Hurley '09 goes after a ball to help lead the Scots to
victory (Photo by Karin Johnson).

6--

lowing game, the team beted rival
Kenyon. Both defenses looked very
strong throughout the game, as the
teams remained scoreless going into
halftime.
In the first half, both teams managed only three shots on goal apiece.
However, in the game's 38th minute,
Montgomery found a way to steal the
show. Addis placed a perfect pass to
Montgomery, who then converted the
only goal of the game, propelling

Wooster to its fourth conference win
in as many games.
Anne Leigh '07 and the defense
again dominated, as Kenyon managed
only five shots on goal the entire
game. It was Leigh's fifth shutout of
the season.
Together, Montgomery and Artman
have scored 15 of the team's 19 goals.
This is unheard of for two first-ye- ar
players. Then again, Montgomery and
Artman aren't your typical
s.

in a game.
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said Ciriegio. "We started off slow
in the beginning of the year, we
played some tough teams and I really think that things are starting to
click. We might have lost to
Baldwin-Wallabut it showed us
that we have the ability to play and
beat really good teams."
While the team has the ability to
contend with the best teams, there
are still things they need to work on.
."Eliminating pu meptal errors agd
being consistent on4 the court," said
Ciriegio. "We have a lot of skill on
the team and I think that being consistent is probably one of our major
goals. Unfortunately we don't start
off very strong sometimes so we let
teams get runs on us and then we
have to dig ourselves out of a hole."
Ciriegio is currently a communications major and is unsure of what she
wants to do after school.
"I'm not really sure what direction
I want to head," said Ciriegio. "Maybe
advertising but I'm not really sure,
maybe more along the lines of public
relations."
In addition to her coach, Terri
Mason, Ciriegio credits two people in
particular, Erin Schaffener '07 and
Mary-Ka- te
Fowkes '06, for her success here at Wooster.
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Carolyn Ciriegio '08 spiking the ball down the opposition's
throat has been a common occurrence (Photo courtesy OPI).

Carolyn Ciriegio '08 earned "her
first selection to the NCAC team last
year, being selected to the second-un- it
with her impressive performin the league in
ance, finishing top-Ikills with 435. She also added 527
digs, 21 aces and 50 blocks while
playing in every game for the Scots.
But while all the numbers are nice,
Ciriegio cited a different achievement
as being her greatest.
O

"Becoming more of a leader on the
court as a captain this year is a big
step," said Ciriegio. "Coming in as a
freshman I was pretty timid about
playing on the court, so being more of
an aggressive leader and being more
aggressive on the court is definitely
one of my best accomplishments."
The volleyball team has hovered
around .500 all year, currently sitting
at 8. 1 lowever, Ciriegio is optimistic
about the team's future.
"After Saturday I felt that our
potential is really coming through,"
8--

graduated last year

e

and as a freshman I always looked up
to her as the leader, someone who
always took control on the court and
was always there for everyone. Erin
Schaffner is also a great leader on and
off the court," said Ciriegio.
"Coach Mason always pushes me to
do my best," said Ciriegio. "As players
you don't always want to hear criticism. But it is good to hear it, I
wouldn't have developed to where I
am this year as a junior without her
determination for us to do well."
The Scots did not come into the
year with high expectations, but
Ciriegio is excited to see the way the
team has grown so far.
"I am really proud of our team
this year, we've overcome a lot of
challenges," said Ciriegio. "I am just
really proud of the team coming
together."
The Scots continue their season
tonight at Denison.

Fall NCAC Standings

7-- 0.
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Carson Carey
Voice Staff
The Wooster women's volleyball
played a busy schedule last week, going
overall and raising their NCAC
2
3--

league record to

4-- 2.

The Fighting Scots began the week
on Sept 20 at Allegheny, winning in
straight sets against the Gators. All
three matches were very tight (30-2- 7,
30-2),
and the victory handed
Allegheny their first NCAC loss.
Carolyn Ciriegio '08 led the Scots with a
team-hi17 kills adding 1 digs while
accumulating a .302 hitting percentage.
Ashley Quisenberry '07 recorded 15
kills, an impressive .403 hitting percentage and was fierce at the net, with three
solo and four assisted blocks. Setter
Abbie Casey '09 dished out 48 assists
and Ali Drushal '09 recorded a team-hig- h
30-28-

7,

gh

1

15 digs.

ce
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(3-2-0X7-
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0)

(1-24X2--

(0-44X0--

-0)

two-gawinning streak come to an
end, losing to Wittenberg (30-1- 6,
30-2-0,
30-1and then falling to Baldwin
me

Team Name (NCAC RrcordXOverall

Record)

-3

ForPoU:
pam Name (Record)
krek'i Rank)

9)

(1

Votes) Total Votes

(Uit

1

assisted

blocks. Casey

racked

up 55

assists and Drushal led the team with
48 digs.
The match could have went to either
team, with Baldwin-Wallasqueaking
ce

out the last set. There were rallies by
both teams that lasted several minutes,
but neither team was able to gain a
definitive advantage. Ultimately, the difference was very small.

"A

couple balls

got away from us," said Riley. It
remained a positive match, however, in
some respects, as they nearly pulled out
a victory against a tough Baldwin-Wallasquad. That was probably the
best we've played as a team," Riley said.
The Scots regained the winning
touch on Tuesday at home against Ohio
Wesleyan. The team took the match in
30-1- 9,
).
straight sets (30-2- 7,
Unfortunately, team ace Ciriegio was
injured very early in the match, but the
team battled out a victory anyway, shuffling positions around. Quisenln-rrand
Riley led the reorganized Scot offense,
each recording 13 kills and 12 digs.
Schaffner finished w ith 12 kills, Drushal
dug out 36 balls and Casey tallied an
impressive 42 assists 13 digs and 3
30-22-

y

then took on Wittenberg
and Baldwin-Wallaon Sept. 23 in a
hosted by the Scots in Timken
Gymnasium. Here the Scots saw their

4)

kind of threw us off."
Ciriegio and Quisenberry led the
Scots against rival Wittenberg, recording nine kills, 10 digs, and 10 kills, 1
digs respectively. In the long match versus Baldwin-Wallac- e,
Ciriegio finished
with 30 kills and 27 digs, Quisenberry
with 16 kills, five solo and four assisted
blocks, and Riley with 16 kills and four

ce

The Scots next played on Sept 22
against Earlham, easily defeating the
30-1-4,
Quakers in straight sets (30-2- 4,
).
Wooster's defense was in top
form, frustrating the Quakers at the net
and digging out many spikes in the back
row. Erin Schaffner '07 led the team in
kills with 15, Ciriegio smashed 12 kills
and Drushal once again led the defense
Wooster

(0-1X0--

J

Wooster sets up for a block (Photo by Karin Johnson)

0

(1-3-0X1-4-

(0-0-0X8-1-

)

(2-24X4-3--

) Denison
J.) Allegheny
4 ) Kenyon (044X5-24- )
5.) Wittenberg
i.) Ohio Wesleyan
7) 0betlm (00X4-4-1- )
8) Hiram (00X1-7-0- )
.) Earlham
'A of Sept. 23
2.

.
I

-0)

54)

(l-M)X7-3-

ce

-- . .

with 3 1 digs.

-2)

rAiof Sept.23
Women! Soccer

)Woo$ter

non-conferen-

.

r

tri-mat-

1.

5--

BW delivers heartbreaker

30-20-

Mriu Soccer

Wooster then continued their winning streak against Mt. Union, winning
1,
as the Scots ended
play on a high note.
Scoring standout Adrien scored two
goals to fift the Scots, with Sarah
Schostarez '07 adding her second and
third goals of the season as classmate
Lustic also added an unassisted goal,
her sixth of the season.
Schostarez was aided in her goals
first by Lustic, and then by defensive
leader Laura Ayer '07. Staci Alario '08
and Sara Flannely '08 both kept the
Scots goal empty, combining for four
saves on the day.
The Scots will take on Ohio
Wesleyan at home on Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Bishops bring a
record into
the game, and it will be their first
NCAC game of the season.
The Scots have an 3 record and are
in the NCAC. Wooster is looking
for another win to add to that.
,

The first time the Scots achieved
seven goals, it came with a win over
Hiram College in October 1999, when
the Scots beat them
Wooster also
notched another seven goal game with a
win over Muskingum College in
September 2003.
Following their stellar performance,

first-year-

saves.

ce

'

Sports Editor

Wooster moved on to Earlham College,
and proceeded to shut out the Quakers,
beating Earlham
Adrien again provided a goal, bringing her closer to making history. Her 27
points already ties her for eighth in
team history on the season. Lustic also
scored off an assist by Taryn Higgins
'09, the first assist for Higgins.
Wooster held a 17-- 4 scoring advantage, as well as overtaking the Quakers
on corner kicks, getting nine in comparison to Earlham's two. Coming off an
injury, Staci Alario '09 returned to the
goal to keep the shutout with three
2-- 0.

o

Chris Sweeney

at

1

Ciriegio looks to lead team to glory

...

The Wooster Voice

Wallace in a an excruciating match

(28-3-

0,

service aces.
"Abbie's doing an amazing job," Riley
said of her teammate's recent play.

64)

'As of Sept. 23
"Hiram A Allegheny do not play Field Hockey

30-2- 5,

Standings are according to Northcoast

NCAC website.

org. the

They

29-3-

1,

30-2- 4,

13-1- 5).

had some really big blockers,"
Kate Lynn Riley '10 said of Wittenberg.

Wooster plays again tonight at
Denison. They then return home
tomorrow against Kenyon at 1 p.m.

8
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Defense gets some "special" help from Case
Kick Holt
Sports Editor
Wooster

passed its toughest
test of the season last weekend
gainst fellow undefeated rival Case
Western University. The Spartans
had already defeated three NCAC
teams in Oberlin, Denison, and
Kenyon and were looking to make it
four. The Scots had different plans
nd used their running game and
smothering defense to dominate the
Spartans in a 81-- 7 rout to boost their
record to 0,
The Scots defense was strong from
the opening gun, forcing a quick
three-and-o- ut
on Case's first possession. The Scots caught a break when
a punt went off the leg of the Case
returner and was recovered at the
Case rd
line by Jordan Ross '09.
A few plays later the Scots turned
the ball over on downs at the Case
two-yaline.
The Scots defense came up big
again with another three-and-oforcing Case to punt out of their own
end zone. The Scots special teams
came up huge again when Aaron
Gertz '07 recovered a blocked punt
by Matt Degrand '10 in the back of
the end zone to give the Scots the
early 0 lead.
Wooster regained possession deep
in their own territory with 3:11 left
in the first quarter. Oustin Sheppard
'09 came up big in his first action of
the season with three
rd
rushes
to lead the Scots on a
rd
drive.
Greg Schermbeck '08 was happy to
see Sheppard back saying, "It was
great to see him come back and do so
well. He makes the whole offensive
scheme more dangerous."
Justin Shafer '07 did his part as
well, completing four passes, including a six-ya- rd
touchdown to Joe

to its back-u- p quarterback.
The Scots later gave up a meaningless touchdown with 3:03 left to
bring the final score to
Whalen was just another in the
growing number of starting QB's
the Scots defense has abused.
Through three games, no team
21-- 7.

(3-- 0)

i

3--

'

4

I

20-ya-

rd

ut,

7--

12-ya-

16-pl- ay

84-ya-

Dustin Sheppard '09 made his 2006 debut, rushing for 110
yards to lead the Scots to a decisive 21-- 7 victory over Case
Western to retain the Baird Trophy (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Francescangeli '09 on
The extra point gave Wooster
third-and-go-

al.

a

comfortable 14-- 0 lead.
The Spartans did their best to
muster a counter attack, but came up
shor.t after Brian Calderone's
rd
field goal attempt barely
reached the end zone.
On their next possession the
Spartans again drove deep into Scots
territory only to fail when Keith
Adams '08 intercepted a pass at the
Wooster seven-yar- d
line to give the
Scots possession. The Scots ran out
the clock to go into halftime with a
14-- 0
lead.
The Scots started the second half
right where they left off by taking the
opening drive 65 yards for the touchdown. Shafer passed for 45 yards on
the drive, capping it off by finding
39-ya-

Luke McCann '08 in the right corner
of the end zone for a rd
touchdown. The kick was good, giving the
Scots a commanding 2
lead.
The Scots defense was forced to
show what it was made of again as
Shafer was intercepted and Case
returned it to' the Wooster" 43. The
Scots suffered another set back on
the next play when Chris Craig '07
was called for a
penalty to give Case a
on Wooster's 28.
The Scots' response was incredible
as they sacked Case's Dan Whalen on
three consecutive plays. Brandon
French '07, Andre Smith '07 and
Greg Schermbeck '08 recorded the
sacks for the Scot's, forcing a fourth-and-from Case's own rd
line
The sacks also forced Case to switch
15-ya-

1-

15-ya-

-0

rd

pass-interferen-

.

ce

first-and--

10

Wooster has played has been able to
score while their starting quarterback is in the game.
Shermbeck attributed the defense's
dominance to a new outlook. "We
have a different mindset. We take it
one snap at a time in both practices
and games," he said.
The Scots defense has been dominating this season, allowing a paltry
average of just 224 yards and 13
points per game. The Case game was
highlighted by the Scots' ability to
stop the run, allowing a total of only
16 yards on the ground.
Notable defensive performers were:
Schermbeck, who posted nine tackles
and a sack; Evan Watson '07, who
recorded six tackles, 1.5 sacks and
batted two key passes down; and
French, who had two sacks on the day.
Offensively, the Scots dominated
on the ground, totaling over 230
yards rushing for the second straight
week. Sheppard had a big day with
1 10 yards in his
return from injury
while Shafer, Francescangeli and
Orlando Jones '09 rounded out the
Scots rushing attack.
Despite the Scots defense's dominant
performances
far,
thus
Schermbeck isn't satisfied saying,
"We haven't put four good quarters
together yet; we can play better."
The Scots will need to be at their
best tomorrow as they open their
conference season by playing host to
their biggest rival, Wittenberg. The
spread-offenTigers (1-and 2005
NCAC rushing leader Tristan
Murray should prove a tough test for
the Scots.
2)

40

42-ya-
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Chris Sweeney, Nick Holt and
Andrew Vogel pick the biggest college
and pro games of the week.
Feel free to contact them at
voicesportswooster.edu.
Andrew

Nick, A

Chris, N
All

C

Everyone

Standings
Nick 45-2-0 (.692)
(.631)
Chris 41-Andrew 39-2-6 (.600)
24

Last Week
Nick 15-- 6
Chris 14--7
Andrew 13-- 8

.

College
College Games
Saturday, Sept. 30

(All)l OSUat13lowa
(All) 2 Auburn at S.C.
Alabama at 5 Florida (All)
(All) 6 Michigan at Minnesota
(A)24G.T.atll VT.(C,N)
(All) 14 Oregon at ASU
Northwestern at Penn State (All)

'''

NFL
Sunday, Oct.

1

Arizona at Atlanta (All)
(All) Dallas at Tennessee
(All) Indianapolis at N.Y. Jets
(All) Miami at Houston
(C, A) Minnesota at Buffalo (N)
(C) N.O. at Carolina (A, N)
(C, N) San Diego at Baltimore (A)
San Francisco at Kansas City (All)
Detroit at St. Louis (All)
(All) Cleveland at Oakland
(C, N) Jacksonville at Wash. (A)
(C) New England at Cinci. (N, A)
(N) Seattle at Chicago (C, A)
'

1

Monday, Sept. 2
Green Bay at Philadelphia (All)

Buckwild Ballas clean up at Broomball tourney Wieferich
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor

ment included 24 regular season r
games plus six playoff games. The 16
teams were divided into four
s,
eacJuwitJi four teams, and the
top 'seven of the. original 16 teams
advanced to the playoffs: four division
winners and three wild card teams.
The seven teams included the
aforementioned BW Ballas and Dr.
Teeth in addition to Faculty & Staff
Slipnuts Part IV, The
Captain
Morgan Crew, Office
Linebackers and Trojans. Office
Linebackers Trojans and the BW
Ballas were the wild-cateams.
Dr. Teeth, Office Linebackers and
the BW Ballas all advanced to the
semifinals along with the Captain
Morgan Crew, who earned a first
round bye. The Ballas continued their
run with a win over the Captain
Morgan Crew while Dr. Teeth defeated the Office Linebackers.
Assistant Professor of Economics
James Hornsten was the faculty
director and the Ice Arena intern,
Nora Neustadt '07, devoted time and
energy to plan the tournament.
I.M. Broomball is set to continue
The
next semester with a tournament
the
being planned shortly after I.S.

-

lJ.

,

wins in
Wbbster

'

divi-fipn-

I

.'4

Last

-

.i:ia-

hi

Saturday,
the Buckwild
Broomballas defeated Dr. Teeth and
the Electric Mayhem in
thrilling
ihootout to claim the I.M. Broomball
tournament title for the fall semester.
This was the fourth tournament in as
many semesters and it recorded the
largest turnout yet, attracting 213
players spanning over 16 teams.
The tournament took place at the
new Alice Noble Ice Arena and
spanned over
hours,
with teams playing from 7:30 p.m.
utill 2 a.m.
Broomball combines ice hockey and
indoor soccer. The game is played on
ice and the object is similar to that of
hockey in that players pass and shoot
the ball with their sticks in an effort
to score in the opposing team's goal.
Players play in tennis shoes (sneakers), with sticks that look like smaller
versions of a straw broom. The ball
is about the size of a grapefruit.
For the Wooster tournament, there
were six players per team on the ice,
with at least two men and two women
on the ice at all times. The tourna
six-and-a--

half

--

Bryan Story
Voice Staff

All-Sta- rs,

Katie Wieferich '07 continued her
phenomenal running on Saturday,
destroying another course record in
I
:
her wake.
She
breezed
the
Wooster
Invitational course on L. C. Boles
t
Golf Course in 17:50, setting the
new course record. A second-plac- e
runner has yet to finish within a
minute of Wieferich in her first two
scoring races.
The women's team placed third of
eight; with 72 points beating Kenyon
University (88), Notre Dame College
(132), Ursuline College (194), Hiram
College
and
(196)
Cuyahoga
Community College (223).
The Scots trailed only Case
Buckwild Broomballas pose for a picture after winning Western Reserve University (23) and
Intramural Broomball tournament. The Ballas defeated Ashland University (53). Case
Western finished with all five scorers
Dr. Teeth in the finals (Photo courtsey of Dave McNew).
in the top eight including second
through fourth place.
All of the scoring women in black
and gold finished in the top 25 for
the race. Nicole Calderone '08 finCase. Strong performances
by
Next up for the Scots is one of ished 12th (20:23) followed by
Larson, Steve Fracasso '08, Tim their greatest competitors in the Ashley Zervos '07 in 14th (20:34),
Presto '07 and Karl Ruter '10 led the North Coast Atlantic Conference, Caitlin O'Riordan '10 in 21st
(21:33)
Scots to victory in their games Ohio Wesleyan University.
and Sarah Lloyd '07 in 25th (21:45).
against Muskingum and Earlham.
Ohio Wesleyan is is currently 0
Wooster's men fell victim to
The team has been making the overall,
NCAC. The Bishops are
Ashland as their runners dominated
most of passing opportunities, trying ranked third in the nation by the the race owning first through
fourth
to give themsleves greater opportunisame coaches' poll. The Scots play and seven of the top io runners.
ties than they would have by themOWU on Saturday, at home, at 3:30 Case Western followed Ashland's
selves.
p.m. followed by a game on Oct. 7 (near-perfe16 points with their
"Team chemistry is much more against their nemesis Wittenberg.
50. Kenyon barely edged the Scots
important this year, as everyone is
The Scots have made a point of with 97 points to Wooster's 102.
involved in the play. We are playing working together to bring down Filling spots five and six
were Notre
better soccer with the ability to pass tough opponents, and both upcoming Dame (121) and Hiram (190).
the ball around and not just kick it," games will put their talent and teamRudy Gjlman '07 and Dave
said Brenton Allen '09.
work to the ultimate test.
Thomas '07 both finished with a time
of 27:59, Gilman barely pulling
ahead for 16th while Thomas placed
8006-800- 7
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of,
17th.
Mark DeWine '09 finished
or those who know survivors of sexual assault For assistance please contact:
shortly after in 20th (28:25). Also
scoring for the Scots were Jeff Jacobs
Nancy Anderson, Longbrake Ext. 8319
'10 (29:08) and Rick Workman '10
Mary Bader, Kauke 005 Ext 8357
(29:20) who placed 34th and 37th,
Shirley Huaton-FindleWishart 118 Ext 8543
respectively.
Dianna Rhyan, The LUly House Ext. 8301
The men's and women's teams will
Carroll Meyer, Westminster Church Ext. 8808
not be racing this weekend in preparaio
tion for the
Students may also call the college medical staff at Ext 8319 or a Campus
Championships
in Delaware, Ohio on Oct. 6.
Minster at Ext 8608
io
The
Championships conTo report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at Oil (emergencies) or
sist of Division I, II and III teams.
or Campus Security at Ext 8590.
Last year Wooster's women finished
11th of 20 Division III teams comFor information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies
peting while the men placed 13th in
their field of 20 teams.
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Soccer suffers first loss in double OT thriller
Johann Weber
Voice Staff

Previous to their game against Case,
Wooster took down Muskingum
College
and won their first conference game against Earlham
College
Both victories were
close, but just as in the game against
Case, they showcased Wooster's
ability to play the long game.
1-

'

For the first time in the 2006-0- 7 season. The College of Wooster men's
occer (7-- 1,
NCAC) team was
nationally ranked, at U 8 in the NCAA
Div. Ill, by a coaches' poll last week.
While the Scots' loss to Case
Western
Reserve
University
brought their streak to an end, it
was not an easy victory. It took Case
two overtime periods to defeat the
Scots, who were 0 in the season
prior to the game Tuesday evening,
their best season start since 1986.
1- -0

1

7--

-0

1-

-0.

The Scots' game against Case went
into double overtime, but not due to
lack of shots taken
the Scots shot
on the goal 10 times. Case goalie
Konrad Karasek was a challenging
opponent.
Wooster starting goalie Erik
Larson '08 fought against 16 shots by
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